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In 1993, Israel and the Palestinian Liberation Organization signed the Oslo Accords, starting a peace process that was meant to end with a Palestinian State. The Oslo Accords were only the start of numerous agreements, including the 1994 Gaza-Jericho Agreement, which became Annex IV to the Accords, commonly known as the Paris Protocol. The Paris Protocol laid out the framework for what was to be the economic relationship between Israel and a Palestinian state. Its writers recognized the importance that stability and growth in the Palestinian economy had for any hope of a lasting peace. As such, they developed a strategy which hinged on four "pillars" for Palestinian economic development: [1] International aid; [2] close Israeli-Palestinian economic relations; [3] foreign and private investment; and [4] access to foreign markets for Palestinian exports.

When the Paris Protocol was first signed, excitement was high. The expectation was that this would be a boom to the Palestinian economy. Billions of dollars were quickly pledged in foreign aid, with the hope that private investment would soon
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follow. Inside Palestine, the prospect of being able to export to a global market raised hopes that the Palestinian industrial sector would finally be able to grow. However, the reality was just the opposite. In the first two years after the signing, the Palestinian economy was crushed, and has limped along ever since. The reasons for the continued struggles faced by the Palestinian economy are numerous. Some are unintended consequences of the Protocol agreements, others are problems with the Palestinian Authority, but many emanate from Israeli actions.

This paper is broken up into four parts. The first part looks at international law generally and which economic rights should be upheld. The second part analyzes the Paris Protocol in particular, laying out what was agreed upon and what was meant to happen. The third part examines Israeli actions since the signing, looking both at breaches of the Protocol (both by its terms and by the spirit of the agreements) and actions in accordance with it that have still hurt Palestinian development. This part breaks down how Israeli actions have violated both the Protocol and international law. Finally, the fourth part quickly looks at alternatives to the current system.

I. ECONOMIC RIGHTS IN INTERNATIONAL LAW

The economic rights of individuals is a rapidly evolving area of international law. There remains much confusion as to what “economic” rights are protected by international law. The seminal piece of international law regarding economic rights is the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
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Rights,9 adopted by the UN in 1966, but are several other major treaties that reference people’s economic rights, including the 2009 Lisbon Treaty and the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights.10 Finally, there is case law in the United States which attempts to define economic deprivation for individuals internationally.13

The ICESCR, which Israel signed and ratified, generally recognizes the right of people to an “adequate” standard of living, one that is supposed to be constantly improving.15 It lays out this major goal in several specific articles. Articles 6 through 8 discuss the labor rights people possess.13 These articles start by recognizing the existence of a “right to work.” Upholding a “right to work” means granting everyone the ability to choose the primary job by which they make their living. The “right to work” also imposes a duty to guarantee equal access to employment opportunities and to prevent discrimination.14 The Covenant requires signatories to work towards “full employment”, which the OECD explains “take[s] into account both the rate of unemployment and the rate of employment.”15 Article 7 says that the work guaranteed in Article 6 must be “decent” work.16

The right to work is defined as both a personal and a
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13. Id. at art. 6 – 8.

14. See id.at art. 7(c) (“Fair wages and equal remuneration for work of equal value without distinction of any kind “).


16. Committee on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights, General Comment 18, Article 6, The Equal Right of Men and Women to the Enjoyment of All Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, sec. II(7), (Thirty-fifth session, 2006). U.N. Doc. E/C.12/GC/18 (2006) [hereinafter Comment 18] (“Work as specified in article 6 of the Covenant must be decent work. This is work that respects the fundamental rights of the human person as well as the rights of workers in terms of conditions of work safety and remuneration. It also provides an income allowing workers to support themselves and their families as highlighted in article 7 of the Covenant. These fundamental rights also include respect for the physical and mental integrity of the worker in the exercise of his/her employment.”) (emphasis in original).
collective right, but it does not guarantee everyone a job.  

"Several universal and regional human rights instruments have recognized the right to work . . . and affirmed the principle that" this "right to work" imposes specific legal obligations on states.  

States must ensure equal access to work and to equal pay for all persons in addition to having an obligation to push for full employment, including establishing training/educational programs as well as directly employing people.  

Article 11 goes on to establish the "right of everyone to an adequate standard of living." An "adequate" standard of living is defined as a right to adequate clothing, housing, food, and a right to "continu[al] improvement in living conditions." The Committee on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (the "CESCR") defined adequate housing as having "adequate privacy, adequate space, adequate security, adequate lighting and ventilation, adequate basic infrastructure and adequate location with regard to work and basic facilities - all at a reasonable cost." The CESCR said adequate housing includes guaranteed legal "tenure," which translates into protection from potential eviction. Adequate housing also requires that the housing be accessible, and located in such a way as to allow people access to employment, healthcare and adequate infrastructure. Adequate housing is not just providing a place for people to stay, "[r]ather it should be seen as the right to live somewhere in security, peace and dignity."

"Adequate food" means more than a "minimum" level of calories per person—it means "the availability of food in a quantity and quality sufficient to satisfy the dietary needs of individuals, free from adverse substances, and acceptable within a given culture." Most importantly, the CESCR has
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held that the right to adequate food is connected to two things: the right to water and access to land.27 People must have reasonable access to food-producing land because they have the right to feed themselves.28 Finally, states have an “obligation to respect existing access to adequate food,” requiring states to “not... take any measures that result in preventing such access.”

The Covenant has many other articles, which collectively lay the framework for people’s basic economic and social rights. While the ICESCR does a fairly comprehensive job of creating an outline for people’s economic rights, the Covenant “does not refer to the the economic freedoms of profession, trade and private property.”30 Although the ICESCR does not mention these things, they are mentioned in several other international treaties including “the 2009 Lisbon Treaty and in its EU Charter of Fundamental Rights.”31 Finally, as seen by several immigration and asylum decisions, the US judicial system is starting to recognize economic rights as being fundamental, albeit in a haphazard way.32

While the recognition of individual economic rights is a relatively new thing, a framework does exist. Though the contours of these rights have yet to be solidly defined, core principles have been established. Individuals have the right to an adequate quality of life, to be able to pursue work in a field they choose, and to be able to improve that quality of life for themselves and their families.
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II. THE PARIS PROTOCOL AGREEMENTS

The Paris Protocol agreements touched on multiple areas, with the most important ones being “customs, taxes, labor . . . [and] industry.” The Protocol was meant to establish a sort of hybrid free trade agreement/customs union/common market, “promot[ing] private sector development.”

The customs union was to be mostly based on the State of Israel’s duties and rates with a few exceptions. This allowed Palestinians to set their own tariff rates so long as they were not lower than Israeli rates. The two exceptions allowed for “specified goods produced” in Arab countries, up to a certain quota, and for “specified goods described as” aid related items without a quota, such as food, to be imported at Palestinian determined tariff rates. The purpose of keeping tariff rates equal was meant to prevent importers from using the lower rates of Israel or Palestine to bring in cheaper goods destined for the other. Import taxes are collected when they first enter Israel, and a mechanism was established where Israel would credit the Palestinian Authority for all revenue collected on goods destined for Palestine. The agreement gave the Palestinian Authority the power to negotiate trade agreements with states and international organizations in an effort to open markets for Palestinian exports.

The customs union also provides for a sort of monetary union. The New Israel Shekel became the “circulating
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currency” in Palestine,\textsuperscript{42} and though the Jordanian Dinar and USD were still utilized, banks were only to accept the shekel or dinar.\textsuperscript{43} Despite the creation of a Palestinian Monetary Authority,\textsuperscript{44} the Bank of Israel controls Palestinian monetary policy through the shekel.\textsuperscript{45}

The agreement sets out a tax structure, discussing direct taxes and value-added taxes (“VAT”).\textsuperscript{46} It allows for Israel and Palestine to each have the power to collect taxes in areas they control.\textsuperscript{47} The Palestinians also have the power to set direct taxes in areas they control, such as income and property, independently of Israel,\textsuperscript{48} but the rates must not be more than one to two percent lower than the Israeli rates with a minimum floor of fifteen percent.\textsuperscript{49} Finally, each state is to receive the revenue from VAT paid by their citizens in the opposite states. For example, VAT collected on Palestinian purchases in Israel is to be remitted and vice versa.\textsuperscript{50}

While the agreement, as part of the customs union, in creating the free trade common market area, provides for the
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free movement of goods between Israel and Palestine, it does not provide for the free movement of labor. It merely provides that "[b]oth sides will attempt to maintain the normality of movement of labor between them, subject to each side's right to determine from time to time the extent and conditions of the labor movement into its area."

The agreement also touches on several other aspects, such as tourism, agriculture and insurance. However, the biggest effects have come from the preceding measures.

III. ISRAELI ACTIONS SINCE 1994; STALLING ECONOMIC PROGRESS

The Israeli economy dwarfs that of all of its neighbors, especially Palestine. Both before and after the 1994 agreements, the Palestinian economy was completely dependent upon Israel. While Palestinians are less dependent upon Israel as a source of work, Israel dominates Palestinian trade which, due to the undeveloped nature of the economy, makes up eighty-five percent of Palestine's GDP. Israel accounts for seventy-one percent of Palestinian imports, and is the destination for ninety-seven percent of Palestinian exports, amounting to seventy-four percent of Palestine's total trade value. Comparatively, Palestine's second biggest trade partner, Jordan, only accounted for just over two percent of Palestinian trade. Even those goods destined for outside
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markets mostly move through Israeli seaports and airports. This dependence is entirely one-sided. In 1992, one-third of Palestinian workers were employed in Israel. By 1996, Israeli employers were able to replace them with enough workers from East Africa and elsewhere that this number decreased to seven percent. Further, trade with Palestinians is a “negligible” part of Israel’s annual trade balance.

Given the nature of the economic situation, Israel could “decouple” from the Palestinian economy without much pain. This section will look at harmful Israeli actions, starting with impediments to travel (both for labor and goods). It will then move to tax issues and issues related to the monetary union, issues with land use, and finally barriers to foreign investment and dealing.

A. IMPEDEMENTS TO TRAVEL:

As mentioned, the Protocol was meant to establish a common market, where goods would freely flow; while the flow of labor was not guaranteed, it was encouraged in the spirit of the arrangement. However, pointing to its need for security, Israel prevented a “common market” from existing through a system of permits and border closures. Starting in 1993, Israel repeatedly sealed its border with the Occupied Territories to all traffic, in blatant violation of the Protocol agreement’s guarantee of a free flow of goods. Past the border, there currently exist 520 checkpoints or other fixed

However, it is estimated that up to 54% of “imports” from Israel are in fact “re-imports” from overseas with Palestinians using Israeli intermediaries.
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impediments in the West Bank. These, along with the construction of the “Separation Wall”, have effectively cut what remains of the West Bank into three zones. The World Bank estimates that these internal barriers alone caused a fifteen percent decline in real Palestinian GDP between 2000 and 2002, while the Separation Wall costs the economy a further twenty-three percent of GDP per year.

Beyond the border closures and physical barriers, Israel has instituted an extensive “permit” system that controls the flow of people and goods, both between Palestine and Israel, and within areas of Palestine itself. The permit regulations control all travel to and from Israel and the West Bank/Gaza, and within the West Bank between Israeli-controlled areas and Palestinian-controlled areas for both people and goods. This is combined with extensive security checks and delays at border crossings. A World Bank study found that, although crossings were operating well below capacity, the average time to process a Palestinian shipment through a border crossing was an hour and forty-five minutes, even without any lines. Shipments of Palestinian goods had to pass a full scanner inspection, with a further sixty percent being manually inspected at random. Once goods clear the border, they are further delayed in clearing customs. In 2007, the average time for a shipment from the West Bank to clear customs at Ashdod was ten days, with delays of up to thirty, while the average time for Israeli shipments was only one to two days.
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If a common market truly existed, the differences in size between the Israeli and Palestinian economy should provide the perfect incentives for labor-intensive Palestinian industry and agriculture. However, through all of these measures, Israel has effectively curtailed the development of a common market. These barriers to movement have caused shipping costs to increase by sixty-seven times on some routes. The restrictions and delays on the shipments of goods vastly increase the costs of doing business in Palestine, especially when attempting to do cross-border business. The delays and border closings make it impossible for businesspeople to effectively plan a schedule, or to honor commitments. Further, the internal barriers, and the complete lack of a transportation link between the West Bank and Gaza, have barred the Palestinian economy from achieving any economies of scale. This makes it nearly impossible for Palestinian businesses to expand, as they effectively cannot reach foreign markets. Exemplifying this is the fact that a full ninety-five percent of Palestinian businesses have less than ten employees. For Palestinian business to expand, the country needs to be able to sell to more than just its local communities. However, let the de facto separation of the West Bank into three zones hinders this.

The damage to economic growth from the hampering of trade has increased unemployment, but so has the limiting of labor. The permitting regime and security checkpoints hurt the ability of Palestinians to work in Israel. Immediately after the signing of the 1994 agreements, only 30,000 Palestinians were granted work visas, down from 80,000 the year before. To make up for this loss of cheap labor, Israel has drastically increased work permits given to individuals from other countries. Work permits for foreigners jumped from 4,000 to
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107,000 between 1992 and 1996 alone, giving Israel an alternative to their need for Palestinian labor.\(^{81}\)

Israelis can make the argument that, if Palestine and Israel are two different states, then they are not violating the CESCR by closing the border and impeding Palestinian’s ability to work in Israel. The CESCR says nothing about letting “foreigners” work within your state. In fact, had such a provision existed, it is unlikely that most countries would have signed on to the Covenant. However, regardless of whether Palestine and Israel are considered one state or two, the numerous barriers and checkpoints that crisscross the West Bank are a prima facia violation of the Covenant. One of the core obligations imposed upon states by the right to work is that states must “ensure the right of access to employment, especially for disadvantaged and marginalized individuals and groups.”\(^{82}\) Further, states must “avoid any measure that results in discrimination and unequal treatment in the private and public sectors of disadvantaged and marginalized individuals and groups,”\(^{83}\) something Israeli policies, such as those favoring military veterans for employment, clearly do.

B. TAX ISSUES:

Israeli harms the Palestinian economy through tax policies in two ways. First, its control over the VAT and tariff rates has had adverse effects. Second, Israel has frequently used its control over large parts of the collection of these taxes as a weapon.

Given the disparity in development between Israel and Palestine, both the tariff and VAT rates set for the Israeli economy are much higher than what would be optimal for the Palestinian economy.\(^{84}\) These higher rates directly increase the cost of living for Palestinians, whose average income is not at a level that normally would support a tax rate as high as the

\(^{81}\) See Movement Restrictions, supra note 58. The number of foreign workers went from 10,000 in 2004 to 200,000 in 2006 when those without proper work visas are factored in. These workers allowed labor-intensive Israeli industries, agriculture and construction, to continue without using Palestinian labor. Gross, supra note 7, at 1560.
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fifteen percent VAT minimum. They also skew the economy, as the higher tariff rates make it harder to import goods from countries other than Israel, deepening Palestinian dependence.

The PLO accepted high VAT and tariff rates in exchange for free access to the Israeli economy. While the high tax rates set by the Israelis are not a breach of the Protocol, they do increase the cost of doing business with the outside world. This cost was supposed to be offset by the increase in trade with Israel, but the restrictions on movement listed above have, in reality, burdened Palestinians with “the price of a customs union without enjoying its benefits”.

Israel has clearly violated the Protocol’s tax arrangements by manipulating the clearance procedure for tax collections. Tariff revenues make up a significant portion of the Palestinian Authority’s budget, but the Palestinian Authority is dependent upon Israel clearing those revenues in accordance with the Protocol. Repeatedly, Israel has withheld revenue, holding the Palestinian Authority hostage to Israel’s demands. This is an oft used weapon, and is in violation of the Protocol that requires revenues to be cleared within six days.

This is worsened by the underreporting of taxes due to the Palestinian Authority. Given the restrictions placed on Palestinian businesses’ ability to move goods, many Palestinian businesses buy goods from overseas that Israeli intermediary companies import, as to avoid the extensive Israeli customs and security checks. While this makes it easier for Palestinian businesses to import from abroad, it causes the Palestinian Authority to lose a large amount of revenue. With VAT clearance, many Israeli companies selling to Palestinians are never provided the invoices required to show that the taxes paid are due to the Palestinian Authority. While these
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collection problems are widely recognized, the Palestinian Authority does not have the resources to monitor the movement of goods and Israel has no incentive to fix the issue.

Finally, the lack of control of the tariff rates inhibits Palestine’s ability to independently sign trade agreements. Since Palestine relies on Israeli tariff rates, they can provide few incentives to countries in potential trade deals. This makes them almost dependent upon the goodwill of foreign countries in negotiating free trade agreements.

C. MONETARY UNION AND FISCAL POLICY:

The Protocol provides for the establishment of a Palestinian Monetary Authority (PMA) to regulate Palestine’s financial sector. Realistically, this organization is toothless because it is limited to regulating financial institutions. With the Shekel as the primary currency, the Bank of Israel asserts full control over fiscal policy in Palestine. While the PMA unilaterally authorizes new bank branches in Palestinian territory, any banks making transactions in the Shekel must have a “correspondent” Israeli bank and must send daily reports to the Central Bank of Israel, amongst a host of other responsibilities. Banks in Palestine are “to deal exclusively” in the Shekel or Dinar, making use of other foreign currencies challenging. Consequently, these restrictions demonstrate how the Bank of Israel is the de facto controller of the financial sector in Palestine.

Given the constraint of labor flows to Israel, the lack of control over fiscal policy further hampstrings Palestine’s ability to encourage economic development. As evidenced by the European Union, a fiscal union between a stronger and weaker economy requires a free flow of labor for the weaker economy to benefit. Without the ability to set interest rates or issue currency, Palestine is unable to increase the money supply or

94. Id. at 388.
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97. See id. at 749–50 (involving foreign currencies and many import and export services).
98. Id. at 750.
encourage exports by decreasing the value of their currency. The Palestinian economy needs the remittances of hard currency that workers could provide otherwise, every time the Bank of Israel raises interest rates, the Palestinian economy will suffer.

D. LAND USE CONTROLS:

The Protocol specifically avoided border issues, never distinguishing between what made up “Palestine” and what made up “Israel.” Instead, the Protocol applies to all areas under full control of the Palestinian Authority and the Gaza Strip. At the time of the signing, this was only Jericho but has since expanded as the Israeli military withdrew from much of the West Bank.99 In the 1995 Oslo Accords, the West Bank split up into three distinct zones: Area A covers urban centers, Area B covers rural centers, and Area C is the remaining space in between. The Palestinian Authority is authorized full control over the smallest area, zone A,100 and the rest of the land is controlled by Israel and the Israeli military.

While the Protocol does not specifically establish mechanisms for the use of land, the purpose behind the agreement was to create economic growth in the Occupied Territories; however, Israeli land policy has created the opposite effect.

Area C makes up the biggest portion of the West Bank, and completely envelops every Area A or B enclave.101 As of 2008, thirty-eight percent of Area C was entirely off limits to Palestinians,102 and Palestinians had to receive permits to use the rest of the land.103 Building permits are rejected by Israeli authorities for numerous reasons, including a lack of land registration, which is the case for seventy percent of the West Bank.104 In fact, ninety-four percent of construction permits

100. See Economic Restrictions, supra note 57, at 9.
101. Accord id. at 9–10 (accounting for 59% of land, but only 10% of Palestinian population).
102. See id. (explaining that 23% of land is restricted because of military use, 10.2% is enveloped by the Separation Wall, 5.1% is occupied by settlements).
103. Id.
104. See id. at 11. Private ownership or title of land indicates that land is
were denied between 2000 and 2007 due to a lack of land registration.\textsuperscript{105} As a result, the Palestinian population is restricted in small enclaves that cannot grow and develop.\textsuperscript{106}

Additionally, the division has created artificial land shortages in Palestinian cities and towns that are barred from naturally sprawling out, driving up housing prices.\textsuperscript{107} Because all Palestinian population centers are surrounded by Area C land, any transportation infrastructure projects must be approved by the Israeli military,\textsuperscript{108} limiting the development of infrastructure and industry in the Palestinian area. The same situation occurs with industrial parks envisioned by the Protocol negotiations. By their nature, industrial parks require large amounts of land, which is only available in Area C, and of course permitting approval has been slow.\textsuperscript{109}

While the right to land is not explicitly guaranteed by the Covenant, Israeli land policies violate the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights in several ways. First, it is a violation of the Palestinian people’s right to adequate water, an aspect of the right to adequate food.\textsuperscript{110} Israel has arbitrarily taken control over a majority of the water supplies in the West Bank, leaving disproportionately small amounts for Palestinian use.

More noticeably, Israeli land policy directly affects the right to adequate housing, since access to land is a condition necessary to provide adequate housing.\textsuperscript{111} The Committee on

\textsuperscript{105} Cf. id. (showing how 97\% of building applications had been allowed in 1972).

\textsuperscript{106} Id. at 12.

\textsuperscript{107} Id. at 12 n.96 (“The past few years have witnessed an explosion of land prices, particularly in areas of high population density In Ramallah, for instance, the municipality reports that prices of commercial land in the city have doubled each year for the past three years, reaching $4000/sq m Even more striking is the clear differential between prices of otherwise similar land in Area A vs Area C, where the premium for land classified as A or B vs C can range from 0\% to over 150\% or more, depending on the location and the perceived relative «safety» of the property of Area C from confiscation or demolition.”).

\textsuperscript{108} See id. at 12.

\textsuperscript{109} Id. Four industrial parks have been planned in Palestine, but the biggest obstacle to moving forward is the availability of land. Id. n.95.

\textsuperscript{110} See Comment 4, supra note 25, at annex III para. 8.

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights has expressly stated that forced evictions are a prima facie violation of article 11 of the CESCR, whereby many Palestinians have experienced such evictions. Further, Israeli control of the majority of land in the West Bank represses Palestinian communities’ ability to expand, which creates an artificial shortage of land for individuals to live on, directly affecting housing affordability in an artificial manner, another tenant of adequate housing.

Israel’s dominance over land, exacerbated by Israeli-controlled land surrounding and isolating each Palestinian community, combined with barriers to travel, puts into question the accessibility of housing available to Palestinians. The CESCR requires adequate housing to be accessible, with basic infrastructure, and to be located in such a manner that it is accessible to work. Israeli policies have created an environment that directly damages the accessibility of Palestinian housing—again, in violation of the CESCR. To be clear, adequate housing is not just “having a roof over one’s head.”

IV. ALTERNATIVES TO THE PARIS PROTOCOL

Any alternatives to the current system must take into account the hard realities occurring on the ground. Theoretically, a customs union and common market between Palestine and Israel should have been mutually beneficial, but in actuality, given Israeli actions and issues with the Palestinian Authority (corruption, weak economic legal structure, and poor administrative ability), it has been disastrous to the Palestinian economy.
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A “traditional” economic agreement would not work. For example, there have been proposals of developing a traditional free trade agreement, but Israel has flatly rejected the idea, originally for fear of implicitly recognizing Palestinian borders. In fact, a traditional customs union would not work much differently than the current framework. Therefore, the situation calls for a unique solution which should include aspects of various economic arrangements. Below are several proposals that, together, should improve the situation, while reducing the Palestinian Authority’s dependence on Israel.

A. INDEPENDENT CURRENCY

First, the Palestinian Authority should be granted complete fiscal independence and should be permitted to establish its own currency. This would give the Palestinian Authority the ability to influence the economy through fiscal means, and the abilities to change interest rates and increase or decrease the money supply are extremely powerful economic tools (consider the massive fiscal stimulus conducted by the American Federal Reserve, the recent “quantitative easing,” and the changing of interest rates). Additionally, the Palestinian Authority would be able to raise money in an emergency through printing and encourage exports or investment by weakening the currency or decreasing interest rates.

Due to the current trade deficit and inability to print its own money, Palestine must “sell” whatever foreign exchange reserves it has to Israel to convert into NIS in order to finance their imports. The Palestinian Authority’s incapacity to raise foreign currency, mainly due to low investment levels, furthers this problem. Effectively, any foreign currency that enters Palestine, whether aid or investment, is likely to end up in Israel.

Having control of fiscal policy would liberate the Palestinian banking sector from Israel. Moreover, the Palestinian Authority would allow banks to accept transactions in foreign currencies, especially dollars and euros, a major incentive to outside investors.
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B. Power over Tariff Rates

The Palestinian Authority needs the power to set independent tariff rates. Currently, Palestinian customs duties and tariff rates are pegged at Israeli levels. This takes away the the Palestinian Authority’s ability to effectively craft a targeted trade policy. The Palestinian Authority cannot pick and choose which industries to protect with higher tariffs, nor can it effectively negotiate trade agreements with foreign countries. With rates and duties set at the Israeli level, the Palestinian Authority has no incentives to offer other countries during free trade agreements and negotiations. Unfortunately, Israel conducts little business with Arab countries in which Palestine would likely experience good trading relationships.120

There are two problems with retaining the power over tariff rates. First, there is an issue with policing the end destination of goods coming through Israel, and second, collecting the revenue will be difficult. Allegedly, the original reason for the customs union resulted from Israeli concerns about importers using lower Palestinian tariff rates to enter Israel for free by way of the common market. However, while it would arguably be difficult to prevent such leakage, regulation could succeed if both sides agreed to do so.

A provision would have to exist whereby anyone who imported end goods to Palestine but then re-exported them to Israel would pay the difference in tariff rates to Israel. An emphasis on “end” goods is only as not to hamper the ability of Palestinian industries to one day develop. Palestinian manufacturers would likely be importing the raw materials for what they produce, thus technically, any manufactured goods they produced and exported to Israel would be a “re-export”. This type of “re-export” was not part of Israel’s original concern about companies skirting higher Israeli taxes by using Palestinian intermediaries.

The collection of revenues would be more challenging to regulate. Most trade flows through Israeli waters and airports, which is unlikely to change. Therefore, some mechanism would have to be in place where Palestinian officials or more likely third party officials (given the unlikeliness of Israeli
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cooperation with Palestinian officials) are present at Israeli ports of entry to collect dues on goods destined for Palestine. Any other method would include the risk of Israel unilaterally withholding revenues, something consistently done in the past.

C. ALTERNATE TRADE ROUTES

While the concept of free movement of labor and goods between Israel and Palestine works well in theory, it is impractical. Israeli security fears and measures are not going to change in the near future, so the checkpoints, security checks and permits that impede Palestinian trade will continue. While the best alternative is to create Palestinian controlled ports of entry (a seaport in Gaza, and an airport in the West Bank), these are unrealistic alternatives. Thus, the Palestinian Authority needs to reorient more trade through Jordan.

While this is not a perfect alternative, it will save Palestinian shippers money. Cooperation with Jordanian border authorities, which is currently lacking, would have to increase. Also, border crossings, specifically the Allenby Bridge, would also have to increase their capacity and become equipped with the infrastructure necessary to support more trade. The continuous presence of Israeli barriers to movement and infrastructure within the West Bank make implementing this measure unlikely, especially since it would depend on Israeli goodwill.

D. INDEPENDENT TAX POLICY

While the Palestinian Authority has the ability to set direct taxes in areas it controls, it needs the freedom to shape its tax policy holistically. Specifically, the Palestinian Authority needs to be able to set the VAT to a more reasonable level in order to prevent dehydration of the Palestinian economy.

While the ability to set the VAT rates would be helpful, the Palestinian Authority needs to simplify the tax code. The current direct tax code is a maze of regulations, with weak
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implementation, and has become a drag on the economy. This is something the Palestinian Authority can change now, independent of a new agreement with Israel.

V. CONCLUSION

Right now, Palestinian economic rights are severely curtailed. When the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights was passed, it was meant to ensure the right of everyone to an “adequate standard of living,” a constantly improving right. Instead, Palestinian standards of living have been suffering since the signing of the Paris Protocol and current Israeli policies continue to violate internationally recognized economic rights.

While there are several changes that could be made to improve the situation, until the Israeli military domination of the West Bank and Gaza Strip ends, the Palestinian economy will always be, to some extent, dependent on its larger neighbor. The Palestinian Authority’s new independent power of tariff rates, collection of revenues, and freedom to negotiate trade agreements with other nations became irrelevant the moment Israel closed the borders. Further, no level of fiscal freedom will change the fact that Israel’s control of land use in much of the West Bank creates a de facto ceiling on development alongside the artificial land shortage.

As painful as the current situation is, certain measures will have to remain. The “common market” never actually developed, however, the “free” movement of goods between Israel and Palestine has benefitted Palestinians. So while cross border movement faces an unending list of non-tariff barriers, the alternative would be worse. Removing the “common market” would not remove the barriers; it would just force Palestinian businesses to pay a tariff on top of the delays they already experience.

Before the signing of the Protocol in 1994, the Palestinian economy grew at faster rates than Israel’s. The potential for Palestinian economic success has been demonstrated by the extremely successful diaspora (currently the most educated of
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all Arab diasporas). But so long as Palestinians, and the goods they produce, are unable to travel freely, the economy will remain an Israeli hostage and Palestinians’ economic rights will continue to be trampled upon.
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